Dear Hans

PARAQUAT AND EMETIC

Thank you for your letter of 27 May. Dr Purchase from CTL helped when the mutagenicity problem was raised by NIOSH and no doubt you have all the pertinent data in your files. I am copying this letter to CTL so that Mike Rose can contact you if there is any new information which has turned up since the NIOSH submission.

I have arranged for a further 1g sample of PP796 standard to be sent to you.

I received your telex today in response to mine, as follows

"JUNE 9 OK FOR INFO TO ARRIVE. EARLY DATES IMPORTANT FOR ORTHO TO PREPARE DOCUMENTS. J N OSPENSON TO GO TO WASHINGTON EARLY NEXT WEEK".

and confirm sending by rapifax the attached notes to help in the approach to FDA. You may wish to combine this with the information you have got together to submit to FDA, or simply use it as a brief during Drs Ospenson and Braunholtz's visit to Washington on 15 June.

I attach for your information a photocopy of a two page article from Medical World News. It would seem appropriate for Dr Cavalli to make contact with the gentlemen concerned, especially Dr Rumack who is director of a Poisons Control Centre.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]

A Calderbank